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Great interest for this internat

ore than 30 teams took part
M
in the challenge of the international
Alpe-Adria-Classic-Chal-

lenge (AACC for short) in 2016.
And we are already approaching
this figure for the AACC 2017.

What makes the AlpeAdria-Classic-Challenge so attractive
for the participants?
- On the one hand
the AACC is a mix of
„normal“ classic car
events and short „classic sprints“ with approx.100 km length.
On the other hand, the
organizers have reduced the AACC to a one
day event; such there is
no need to participate
on all days of a multiple
day event - but of course you can!

In addition special prices have been given to the best ladies, pilot and navigator separatly, at the final event.
It was a hard job for the ladies to carry
the heavy stone trophies.

Of course this tradition will also continue in 2017.
The Alpe-Adria-Classic-Challenge 2017
starts into the new season in early April.
Too early?
Certainly not, because the two
first events take place in Italy,
which can usually offer fine weather at this time.
At the first event, the TriesteOpicina-Historic in Trieste,
the sea, lovely hilly landscapes
and vineyards are waiting for
the participants.
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The next Italian avent, the Colli Goriziani Historic in Gorizia offers a ride through mountains and through traditional
places to the participants.
But the number of participants in this classic is strictly limited to maintain the family
character of the event. Therefore please
register immediately!
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Naturally this has an effect on the entry fee,
which is very economic for the participants of the AACC.

Just 30 EUR will be neccessary to
be part of the Alpe-Adria-ClassicChallenge in 2017!
Another innovation for the AACC - owners of „Youngtimers“ up to the year
1996 - are accepted in 2017.

4 different countries,
6 different Classic,
6 different challenges,
6 times fun!
And of course it is the good organization
as a FIVA-B event and the nice trophies
which waiting for the participants, that
make the AACC events special. In 2016
all participants of the AACC, pilots and
navigators, received beautiful souvenir
trophies and certificates, no matter how
many events of the AACC have been visited by them.

Paola Varaschini / Weber Andrea winners of the
Ladies Trophies

For more informationen go to

www.aa-cc.eu
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ALPE-ADRIA-CLASSIC-CHALLENGE 2017
at a glance
The
Alpe-Adria-Classic-Challenge (AACC for short) will take you
through a region of charm and beauty. In four different countries - Austria, Croatia, Italy and Slovenia - you
will experience six different events,
each competition having its own
characteristics and local charm.

and largest lake of Carinthia, embedded
in a lovely landscape the city of Pörtschach offers itself as an ideal summer
holiday resort since 1900.
Sailing, water skiing, tennis and golf offer a range of leisure activities in a beautiful location besides the famous Promenadenbad,.

A new challenge
Please note:
in addition to the Alpe-Adria-ClassicChallenge (AACC), there is another interesting classic car series in Carinthia,
the

Carinthian-Classic-Cup
(KCC)
This series consists of six, mostly short
events in Carinthia one of them organized in Italy.

Trieste-Opicina-Historic, ITA
01. - 02.04.2017
Status: entries are accepted

Croatian Classic Marathon, CRO
27.-28.05.2017
Status: Homepage in progress

Trieste is the most international city in
the region and is called a „small Vienna
by the sea“. From the Kai Audace to the
old lighthouse, sails, antiques, shops and
splendid palaces are waiting for you.

Zagreb is the political, economic and
cultural center of Croatia! Surrounded
by classic facades and neo-gothic buildings you can taste Croatian specialties
in the Old Town of Zagreb.

Colli Goriziani Historic, ITA
22. - 23.04 2017
Status: limited entries

Slovenia-Classic-Marathon, SLO
10-11.09.2017
Status: Homepage in progress

It is a special advantage for the participants in the international Alpe-AdriaClassic-Challenge that three of these 6
KCC events are evaluated for both series - the KCC as well as for the AACC.
Therefore: participation in one event
will be scored for 2 series!
It is necessary to register for the participation in the Carinthian-Classic-Cup
(30 EUR), but ALL organizers of the
KCC offer entry fee discounts for the
KCC-participants.

A nomination to the KCC
pays off!
These are the events of the KCC
2017:
Trieste-Opicina-Historic, Italy
02.04.2017
FIZZERS-Karawanken-Classic
11.-13.05.2017

In Gorizia one can feel the atmosphere of a cultural „Melting Pot“ as the city
houses many museums in its historic palaces. The surrounding of Gorizia offers
magical, relaxing landscape with soft
hills, vineyards and wine cellars with the
best f best white and red wines.

Bled is the lovely center of this classic.
The Bled Island with its church rises out
from the clear water of Lake Bled.
TAFRENT-Classic-Sprint, AUT
24. 09.2017
Status: Homepage in progress

FIZZERS-Karawanken-Classic, AUT
11.-13.05.2017
Status: entries are accepted

With its central location on the warmest

RM-Gurktal-Classic
15.07.2017
Classic-Tour-Mühlen
19.08.2017
sms-Classic-Sprint
03.09.2017
TAFRENT-Classic-Sprint
24.09.2017

On the rivers and lakes of Carinthia you
can find fun, recreation and joy of life with boat trips, fishing, hiking, cycling and
a lot of sightseeing tours.

Interested?
Read more about KCC on

www.carteam-ferlach.at

